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Let [a, b] be any interval and let pO, pI, pk be. any three polynomials of degrees 
0, 1, k, respectively, where k > 2. A set of necessary and suffkient conditions for the 
existence of an fin C[a, b] such that p, is the best approximation to f  from the 
space of all polynomials of degree less than or equal to i, for all i=O, 1, k, is 
given. 0 1989 Academic Press. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
T. J. Rivlin [8] posed the following problem: 
Given polynomials p,,, pl, . . . . pn- 1 of degrees 0, 1, . . . . n - 1, respectively, 
and an interval [a, b], what are the necessary and suffkient conditions for 
the existence off in C[a, b] such that pi is the best approximation to f 
from Pi, for all i = 0, 1, 2, . . . . n - 1. 
Rivlin [S] has shown that for that to be true, it is necessary that for all 
i, j in 0, 1, . . . . n - 1, the polynomial pi-p, is either zero or changes sign at 
least i times in [a, b]. 
Deutsch, Morris, and Singer [4] have, among more general results, 
proved that the above necessary condition of Rivlin is also sufficient for 
n = 2. 
Sprecher [9, lo] has extended this result to the case of two polynomials 
of arbitrary degrees and proved that this condition is not sufficient for 
n = 3. Further, he has given a solution to the above problem in the case 
n=3. 
Subrahmanya [14,12] has given a solution to the above problem for a 
general n. References [4,9-121 have considered this problem in more 
general settings. 
The main result of this paper yields, as a particular case, another solu- 
* Research supported by the UGC of India. These results form a part of the doctoral disser- 
tation of the second author [7]. 
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tion to Rivlin’s problem in the case n = 3. At the end of this paper, we 
describe many aspects in which our solution is better than that of Sprecher. 
Here it suffices to remark that this paper, for the first time, solves the 
problem in the more general case (pO, p, , pk) for higher values of k. 
Some Notations. For a nonnegative integer i, 3 = the space of all poly- 
nomials of degree i. 
pi = a polynomial of degree i. 
Let pO,pI,pk be given, where k3 2. We say that (pO,pI,pk) is 
admissible on an interval [a, b], if there is f in C[a, b] such that pi is the 
best approximation to f from the subspace 8 of C[a, 61, for i = 0, 1, and k. 
We consider the problem: When is a given (pO,p,,pL) admissible on a 
given [a, 6]? For k = 2 alone, it has been considered by others. 
1. THE MAIN THEOREM 
We need the following lemmas. Since they are not found anywhere in 
this form, we include their proofs for the sake of completeness. 
LEMMA 1. Let S, g in C[a, b] be such that f bg. Then for any 
’ x1, x2, . . . . x, in [a, b] and real numbers y,, y,, . . . . y,, such that 
f (xi) < yi 6 g(x,), there exists h in C[a, b] such that f < h <g and h(xi) = yi 
for all i = 1, 2, . . . . n. 
Proqf: Choose 0 < li < 1 such that 
Yi = nif(xi) + t1 - ni) dxi)? i = 1, 2, . . . . n. 
Choose a continuous cp: [a, b] + [O, l] such that 
cPlxi) = Ar7 i = 1, 2, . . . . n. 
Define h : [a, b] --) R! by 
h(x) = cp(x)f(x) + (1 - cp(x)) g(x). 
Then h is as required in the lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let f : [a, b] -+ R be a strictly increasing or strictly decreas- 
ing function, Let 
aQy, <xl <y2<x2<y3<b. 
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Then 
0) either If( or If( is <max {ft~~),-ft~~),ft~~)}. 
(ii) either If( or IfWl is <maxI -f(yl),f(y2) -f(Y3)l. 
Proof. (i) Case 1 :f is strictly increasing. 
Ifftx,) 2 0, then I fM =fb4 <f(~d. 
Ifftx,) GO, then I fM = -fCd < -f(.d. 
Case 2: f is strictly decreasing. 
Iff(x,)>% then If( =f(xl)<f(yl). 
Iff(x,)GO, then If( = -f(x,)< -f(d 
Similarly, we can prove (ii). 
THEOREM 1. (p,,, pl, pk) is admissible on [a, b] if and only if there exist 
five points 
a < toI Q to2 -c b, 
and numbers qO, ql in { - 1, l} such that 
0) ,F;‘:: fkd - 1 )j C(Pi-Po)(toJl > 0 
r=l:k 
(ii) min vlt-l)” [I(Pk-Pl)(tls)l >O 
lGSG3 
and 
(iii) Iy:3 11(-l)” [(PI -Pd(tls)l <pp2 %A-l)j C(Pi-PONtOj)l. 
. . 
I= L’k 
Remark. This statement will be discussed in the next section. 
Proof For the sake of convenience in the proof, we shall make use of 
the notations 
ci,0’,~~210t-1)i C(Pi-PO)(tOj)l 
ci,1=,~~,‘T3”I(-‘)=C(Pi-Pl)(tl,)l . . 
for i = 0, 1, k. Then note that the inequalities take the form 
(i) C,,>Ofor i= 1, k, 
(ii) ck, 1 > O, 
(iii) -C,,,<C,,,fori=l,k. 
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Necessiry. Suppose (P~,JJ~,P~) is admissible on [a, b]. Let f be 
an element in C[a, b] for which p,,, pl, pk are the best approximations, 
respectively, from pO, pi;, 9jj. Let ei= IIf-piII for i= 0, 1, k. Then by the 
alternation theorem [3] there exist points 
a < to1 < to, < b 
a<t,,<t,,<t,,<b 
CT) 
and numbers qO, vi in { - 1, l} such that 
Vcd - 1)’ Cf-PCl)(tOj)l = e0, 
and 
for j= 1, 2 
Now 
rll(-l)” C(f-~J(~dl =el, for s= 1, 2, 3. 
VO(-l)j C(Pi-PO)(zOj)l 
=VO(-l)j C(f-PO)(tOj)-(f-Pi)(tOj)l 
>eo-ei because (f-pi)(t,) < II f-pi /I =ei. 
In our notation, this proves 
Cj,o B e. - ei for i=l,2,k. 
Since e, > e, > ek, (i) follows from the above. Similarly, one can prove 
that 
and 
CL,1 >ee, -ei for i= 1, 2, k 
Co,,~el-eo. 
Part (ii) follows from the former of these two inequalities. Now we have 
and 
- Co, 1 Q e, - e, Q cl,o 
By the continuity of the functions pi-pj and by the fact that p1 -p. has 
a straight-line graph, we can choose points of T such that the above 
inequalities are strict, when computed with respect to the new set of five 
points. 
W/5913-2 
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Sufficiency. We can assume without loss of generality that all the t;s 
in the hypothesis are distinct. 
Let x0 be the root of p0 -pl. Then from (i), a < x0 < b. From (ii) we find 
that there exist two roots x1, x2 of p, -pk such that a< t,, <x1 < t,, < 
x2 < t13 < b. Therefore by Lemma 2, for every q in { - 1, 1 } there exists 
l<i<2 such that 
I(Pl -PO)(xi)l < ,yf:, ?(-l)” [(PI -PCl)(tIs)l 
. . 
=-c 0.1 when q=ql. 
Choose a number eel >O such that -Co,, < eoI < min{C,,,, Ck,O}. This is 
possible because of (i) and (iii). 
Let C= 4[min(Cl,o, Ck.O} - eel] > 0. There is e1 > 0 such that 
I(P, -~df)l <eel foralltin [x,--E~,x~+E~]. 
Since xi is a root of pk -pl, there is c2 > 0 such that 
I(Pk-Pl)(t)l <min{Ck,lT c> for all t in [xi- s2, xi + Q]. 
Let E = min{ a1, sZ}. Choose any k + 2 points 
Then 
tkl < tk2 < ’ ’ ’ < tk,k + 2 in [X,--E, xi+&]. 
(-1)‘[(Pk--Pl)(tkl16(Pk-Pl)(tkl) 
<min {Ck,,, C> for l<l<k+2. (1) 
Choose any number elk > 0 such that 
max (-l)‘[(Pk-Pl)(tkl)l<elk<min{Ck,,, c}. 
l<ICk+2 
(2) 
Now 
Ck,O ’ c + eOl 
’ elk + eOl 
> t--l)’ [(Pk -PO)(ck,)l + (- l)’ [(Pl -h)ttkl)l 
(since t,,E [X,-Q, xi+&,]) 
= (- 1 1’ [(Pk -pO)ttkl)l for all 1 d I G k + 2. 
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Denote e,, + elk by eOk. Then 
(- 1)’ C(Pk -id(k)1 < eok < Ck.0 for all 1 ,<l<k+2. 
Choose a number rlk such that rlk >maxi,j=o, I,k IIpi-pjjl. Define 
(3) 
rOk = rlk + eOI 
rOl=rOk+elk 
and 
eO = trOI + rOk - rlk)/2 
el = bO1 + rlk - rOk)/2 
ek = trOk + rlk - rOl)/2. 
Clearly e. > e 1 > ek . 
Now ek is found to be = (rIk - elk)/2 > 0 because elk < 11 p, -pk 11 < rlk. 
We also see that 
e. - el = rok - rlk = eel 
e. - ek = rol - rlk = eok 
e, + e, = rol 
eo+ek=rok 
e, +ek=rlk. 
From (l), (2), (3) and the fact 11 pi-pill <e,+e,,, one can prove 
max 
i=O, 1, k 
(Pi(‘Oj) - ei) G POtfOj) + Vo( - 1 )j e. 
G min (Ph(fOJ+ eh) 
h=O,l,k 
max (Pi(tls)-ei)~Pi(t,,)+vll(-l)“el 
i=O, 1, k 
and 
max (Pi(fkl)-ei)~Pk(tkl)+(-l)‘ek 
i=O, 1, k 
< min (Ph(fkl)+eh 
h=O,l,k 
for allj= 1, 2 
for all s = 1, 2, 3 
for all 1 <l<k+2. 
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By Lemma 1, there exists fin C[a, b] such that 
max (Pi(l) - ei) G(t) G k;m,‘y k (Phtf) + ek) for all a < t < b 
i=O, 1, k > 3 
and 
f(foj) ~~~~~~~~ + qo( - 1)’ coy ldj<2 
f(t,,) =Pl(tls) + h-1( - 1)” e1, l<s63 
and 
ftfkl) =Pk(rkl) + ( - 1 1’ ek9 l<l<k+2. 
It follows from the alternation theorem [3] that pi is the best approxima- 
tion to thisffrom 9$ for i= 0, 1, k. 
3. DISCUSSION ON THE THEOREM 
Remark 1. This theorem is better than Sprecher’s [lo] theorem for the 
following reasons: 
(1) This solves the problem relating to more general triples of poly- 
nomials (pD,pI,pp)+ Sprecher’s solution is valid only for (po,pI,p2), that 
is, only when k = 2. In other words, our answer to Rivlin’s problem in the 
case n = 3 is in a form that can be adopted for more general situations. 
(2) Our solution is a natural extension of Rivlin’s necessary 
condition. The conditions (i) and (ii) of this theorem subsume Rivlin’s 
conditions, as can be easily proved. 
(3) The reformulation of the inequalities in the theorem, as stated in 
the beginning of the proof, is noteworthy. It is in the form: The live num- 
bers Co, 1, CO+, Ck, 1, Co, 1 + C1,o, and Ck, 1 + C1, o are all positive. This not 
only makes the theorem easy to remember, but also paves the way for 
solving Rivlin’s problem for higher values of n. It may be noted that, after 
solving for n = 3, Sprecher [4] has remarked that for n = 4 onwards, the 
solution cannot be as easy. Contrary to this, our solution gives an insight 
that has been exploited in [7]. 
Moreover, a geometric solution to Rivlin’s problem for n = 3, which can 
be easily visualised, can be deduced (see Remark 5). 
Remark 2. Let us take k = 2. The condition (i) of the theorem states 
that there exist points a <s < t <b such thar pa(s) <pi(s) and p,(t) >p,(r) 
for i = 1, 2. Rivlin’s condition states that p, -pa changes sign at least once, 
p2 --pa changes sign at least once, and p2 -pl changes sign at least twice, 
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in the interval [a, b]. The following is a simple example that satisfies 
Rivlin’s conditions, but not our condition (i): 
I 
b 
SCHEME 1. 
In this example, there is no t in [a, b] such that p,-,(t) >pi(t) for both 
i= 1,2. In fact, this is an example of (p,,, pl, p2) that is not admissible on 
any interval [x, JJ]. 
Remark 3. We now give an example that satisfies (i) and (ii) but not 
(iii): 
We note that the points f rk, 1 <k < 3, must be chosen such that 
a~t,,<x,<t,z<~2<f,~~b.B~ton[a,x,],p,>p,.Hence?,=-1. 
Also tOi and f02 are in [a, b] at which pO >pi and pO <pi respectively for 
both i = 1,2. Therefore t,, must be chosen between x4 and x,, (see the 
diagram). Now 
Hence we cannot choose t,, in (x2, b] such that 
(PI -PO)(c13) < (PO-Pi)(t), i= 1, 2, 
for some CE [a, b] such that pO(t) >pi(t), i = 1,2. 
Hence in this example, (i), (ii) are satisfied, but not (iii). To visualise 
why (iii) fails here, we note that the dotted vertical segment is shorter than 
the thick vertical segment. This should not happen if (pO, pi, p2) is 
admissible. 
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Remark 4. Let p,,, pl, pk with 2 G k Q n be given. Then there exists f in 
C[a, b] such that p,,, pl, pk are the best approximations to f from 
YOh, P1, .c!?~ if and only if there exists g in C[a, b] such that pO, pl, pk are the 
best approximations to g from qO, P1, Pk. This is easily seen from the proof 
of our theorem. 
Remark 5. In [7], the following geometrical result has also been 
deduced from the theorem of Section 1. 
THEOREM. (pO, pl, pz) is admissible on some interval if and only if 
II Po-P2II/\J’ II Po-P2llJ\I~ 
where I = the interval with end points the roots of pz -p. and J= the interval 
with end points the roots of p2 -pl, are nondegenerate intervals. 
This theorem yields as a corollary a geometrical solution to Rivlin’s 
problem in the case n = 3. 
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